
Worldwide Travel Restrictions
Updates For August 2023

Europe's summer travel strikes:
When, where and what disruption
you can expect in August

Traveling to Europe this summer?
Airline strikes could impact your trip
— here's what to do if your flight is
affected

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/geoffwhitmore/2023/08/01/world
wide-travel-restrictions-updates-for-august-2023/?
sh=755e2479625b

August brings the last month of peak seasonal temperatures.
There is also a last hurrah of summer travel before school
resumes. Labor Day weekend signals that fall is right around the
corner. As has been the case for most of the year, the travel
restrictions are minimal for most destinations.

Europe is a hive of strike action right now, with many employees
unhappy that sky-high inflation has not been matched by higher wages.
Walkouts are planned all over Europe, showing that it always pays to
check before you travel.

Strikes could continue to lead to flight cancellations in multiple
countries throughout August. Here's what to do if your travel plans
are affected by a strike. 
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FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.euronews.com/travel/2023/08/02/europes-summer-
travel-strikes-when-where-and-what-disruption-you-can-expect-in-
july

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.insider.com/what-to-do-if-your-flight-canceled-delayed-
aviation-strikes-2023-7
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As Europe nears dangerous
50°C heatwave, is it safe to
travel to the continent?

38 Most Affordable Places For
Last-Minute Summer Travel,
According To Priceline

10 Best Destinations For Eco-Travel
To Add To Your Travel Checklist

Naturally, if you’ve got a trip planned, you’ll be wondering when
the heatwave is expected to end – and if it’s even safe to visit
Europe right now.

Here’s all you need to know.

Itching to squeeze in a last-summer getaway before Labor Day but
worried about the cost? Good news: There are still plenty of affordable
destinations with cheap flights and hotels, according to Priceline, which
just released data showing the most significant summer 2023 travel
trends until Labor Day.

Travel often demands the use of resources that are not exactly
sustainable. But for travelers looking for small ways to make a
difference in the world, choosing an eco-conscious destination
makes a trip even more enjoyable.
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FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/laurabegleybloom/2023/07/31/the-
most-affordable-places-for-last-minute-summer-trips-according-to-
priceline/?sh=30de70f96319

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.thetravel.com/best-destinations-for-eco-travel/

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://metro.co.uk/2023/07/18/europe-heatwave-is-it-safe-to-
travel-and-how-long-will-it-last-19145347/
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Millennial Money: Mystery
travel lets you focus on the
fun, not the details

The airline said her bag was lost,
but her tracker said otherwise. So
she flew to get it

Travel planning can be a real chore. Booking flights, deciding on
the right hotel and building an itinerary might be fun for some, but
others dread it. That’s why some travelers are opting for an
unorthodox travel strategy that eliminates the planning stage
altogether. It’s called “mystery” or “suprise” travel, and the
destination isn’t revealed until the day of departure.

Tales of airline passengers tracking their own lost bags are becoming
ever more popular, as numbers of suitcases mishandled by airlines
continue to spiral, and travelers invest in tracking devices.

But a passenger flying back to the airport where the tracker is showing,
to collect it themselves when all official avenues fail? That’s a new one.

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/airtag-lost-luggage-
flight/index.html

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.cp24.com/world/millennial-money-mystery-travel-
lets-you-focus-on-the-fun-not-the-details-1.6502251
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